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ABSTRACT
Spectre intrusions exploit speculative execution design vulnerabil-

ities in modern processors. The attacks violate the principles of

isolation in programs to gain unauthorized private user informa-

tion. Current state-of-the-art detection techniques utilize micro-

architectural features or vulnerable speculative code to detect these

threats. However, these techniques are insufficient as Spectre at-

tacks have proven to be more stealthy with recently discovered

variants that bypass current mitigation mechanisms. Side-channels

generate distinct patterns in processor cache, and sensitive infor-

mation leakage is dependent on source code vulnerable to Spectre

attacks, where an adversary uses these vulnerabilities, such as

branch prediction, which causes a data breach. Previous studies

predominantly approach the detection of Spectre attacks using the

microarchitectural analysis, a reactive approach. Hence, in this pa-

per, we present the first comprehensive evaluation of static and

microarchitectural analysis-assisted machine learning approaches

to detect Spectre vulnerable code snippets (preventive) and Spectre

attacks (reactive). We evaluate the performance trade-offs in em-

ploying classifiers for detecting Spectre vulnerabilities and attacks.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security and privacy → Static Code and Microarchitectural

Analysis; • Detection→ Machine and Deep Learning.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Speculative execution [29] is a `arch method used to improve mod-

ern microprocessor performance. In 2018, Kocher et al. [18] showed

that components that support speculative execution of assembly in-

structions such as branch predictions leave quantifiable side effects

in processor caches along with other shared resources even with

the absence of instruction commit. Spectre attacks [18] are a class of

`arch attacks that pose a significant threat to a computer’s security
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by revealing private user data through a side-channel cache-timing

attack. Spectre-variant attacks exploit processor branch prediction

to obtain the victim’s data. A holistic and aggressive fix implies re-

thinking the contract between the instruction set architecture (ISA)

and `arch [12]. This realization led to the development of several

detection [11, 20, 26, 34] and mitigation [36] solutions. Currently,

`arch-based detection techniques are dependent on hardware per-

formance measures [4, 20, 21], which dictate the distribution of

cache stress levels – hits or misses over time. However, attacks can

still propagate with adversarial manipulation of the performance

counters profiling tools such as perf. On the other hand, detection

using Spectre vulnerable code snippets [26, 34] is constrained to

known vulnerabilities and side-channel data breaches. Several Spec-

tre mitigation strategies such as LFENCE [14] and Kernel Page Table

Isolation (KPTI) [24] for solving Meltdown attacks [22] attempt to

obtain a viable concession between performance and security. This

approach institutes a strictly enforced security that invariably leads

to a sub-optimal processor performance [23, 27]. Meltdown is an

attack variant similar in principle to Spectre that exploits pipelined

access to memory during out-of-order execution to compromise

and leak user data from the kernel mode of the CPU. Recent studies

in the literature [4, 21, 34, 38] have approached the problem of

Spectre attacks as a learning problem with malicious and benign

classes and consequently applying Machine Learning (ML) classi-

fiers to detect this attacks using either vulnerable victim programs

or hardware performance counters (HPCs).

In this study, we are motivated by: (i) the recent availability of

a significant volume of Spectre gadgets to perform Spectre vul-

nerabilities detection using ML [34], and (ii) a gap in a thorough

presentation of the trade-offs in performance between ML classi-

fiers using vulnerabilities and attacks data. Before 2021, conducting

ML-assisted Spectre vulnerabilities experiments via victim program

was constrained to no more than 17 observations [11, 17], which is

not ideal and attributed to the fact that ML classifiers, especially

neural networks require large volumes of data to be sufficiently

trained and explored [7]. Tol et al. [34] solved this problem by using

a combination of mutational fuzzing and deep learning (DL) to gen-

erate a significant number of Spectre-V1 gadgets suitable for ML

and DL experiments. We approach detecting Spectre attacks from

both signature vulnerabilities in code and behavioral characteristics

in CPU-Processes State (CPS) by leveraging the traces of malicious

activity caused by Spectre attacks in the `arch and detecting Spectre

vulnerabilities using gadgets. We propose a comprehensive perfor-

mance evaluation of static and cache analysis-assisted machine

learning approaches to detect Spectre-vulnerable programs and

attacks.
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Outline. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In §2, we

present the necessary background for this work, §3 briefly discusses

related work. Our methodology is described in §4 and evaluated in

§5. Finally, §6 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND
Speculative Execution. Speculative execution is an optimization

mechanism with significant performance advantages [16]. The pri-

mary goal is to reduce the latency of instructions by utilizing idle

hardware resources while preventing hazards caused by changes

in control order that stall instructions.

Static Analysis. Static analysis is the automated analysis of source

code without its execution [1]. We statically analyze gadgets, which

are victim code vulnerable to Spectre attacks. Although we focus on

Spectre V1, vectors generated during analysis can be easily applied

to other attack variants. Gadgets facilitate the leaking of data using

instruction speculation. There are two main and known types of

vulnerabilities [18] which include: (i) Vulnerability via Victim Code

Exploits (VCE) and (ii) Vulnerability via Return Stack Buffer (RSB)

and Branch Target Buffer (BTB) exploits. Our focus in this paper

is VCE, because VCE is the most common type of Spectre attack

through manipulation of speculative code snippet [21].

`arch Analysis. `arch analysis is the exploration of a microproces-

sor’s functionalities [32]. Researchers have shown the importance

of comprehensively analyzing the `arch to detect side-channel at-

tacks [32]. We leverage this knowledge to inspect modern CPU

special-purpose registers referred as Hardware Performance Coun-

ters (HPC). The HPC is applied to count the occurrences of different

CPU event types, such as CPU clock cycles, independent cache level

cache hits, and cache misses.

Spectre Attack Variants. Spectre variants include: (i) variants

1, CVE-2017-5753 (bounds check bypass on loads) [16], (ii) 1.1,

CVE-2018-3693 (bounds check bypass on stores) [16], (iii) 1.2 (read-

only protection bypass) [16], (iv) 2, CVE-2017-5715 (branch target

injection) [25], (v) 3, CVE-2017-5754 (rogue data cache load) [25],

(vi) 3a, CVE-2018-3640 (rogue system register read) [16], (vii) 4,

CVE-2018-3639 (speculative store bypass) [16], and (viii) CVE-2017-

5715 (branch history injection) [19]. In this paper, CVE-2017-5753

is our focus point.

Spectre Attack Model. In our attack model, we assume the role of

an adversary with the capacity to cause a data breach in the CPU

cache through vulnerable victim functions. Listing 1 is a sample

example from the original Spectre paper [18]. In the given case,

the adversary anticipates the branch condition to return true, the

code is called with an index outside the given array1 [16], and the

processor speculatively executes array1[x] which makes x vul-

nerable. The code execution traces still reside in the cache because

even though the processor finds the branch condition is false, it

does not scrub the cache. The adversary proceeds to launch a cache

timing side-channel attack on the cache (e.g., prime and probe [31])

to uncover [array1[x] * 512]. Prime and probe side-channel is a

self-contained attack and requires no additional information other

than the gadget. An adversary primes temp &= array2[array1[x]

* 512] from caching the data before CPU memory access guar-

antees the availability of target data. Next, it probes the cache to

obtain array2 memory access timing data and ensures the change

in access points using 512 increments. To complete the attack, the

adversary will yield control to a gadget with the capacity to leak

private user information via a side channel.
void victim_function_v01(size_t x) {

if (x < array1_size)

temp &= array2[array1[x] * 512];

}

Listing 1: Exploiting Speculative Execution To Conduct

Bounds Check Bypass on Loads Attack.

3 RELATED WORK
Several research work have been proposed for detecting Spectre

vulnerabilities [26, 30, 34] and attacks [4, 11, 13, 21, 35, 35, 38].

FastSpec [34] merges mutational fuzzing — a testing method to

identify vulnerabilities that lead to software crashes, memory leaks

by feeding it randomized inputs [33], and generative adversarial

networks (GANs) — a subset of generative modeling using DL,

first proposed by Goodfellow [10] — methods to detect Spectre vul-

nerabilities. SpecFuzz [26] detects Spectre-V1 vulnerabilities using

fuzzing to introduce speculative exposure, necessitating the isolated

execution of speculation in instructions to expose vulnerabilities.

Detection tools such as SPECTECTOR [11], KLEESpectre [35], and

SpecuSym [13] utilize symbolic execution to detect speculative vul-

nerabilities in assembly instructions. oo7 [36], and SpecTaint [30]

employs taint analysis to investigate binary files of vulnerable code

snippets that result in data breaches. Although the aforementioned

research studies propose approaches for detecting Spectre vulner-

abilities or attacks. However, to the best of our knowledge, our

work is the first to conduct a comprehensive performance

assessment of ML approaches to detect vulnerabilities and

attacks facilitated by static and `arch analysis.

4 METHODOLOGY
Overall Strategy. Our methodology as shown in Figure 1 is sum-

marily decomposed into four main phases: (i) in §4.1, we collect

benign and malicious Spectre data through performing (a) offline

static analysis on gadgets and (b) online `arch analysis on CPS, (ii)

using observations derived from the previous phase, we select and

extract CPS and gadgets features, (iii) in §4.2, we feed vulnerabili-

ties and attacks observations to machine learning classifiers, and

(iv) finally, in §5 we comprehensive assess the performance of our

classifiers in predicting Spectre vulnerabilities and attacks.

4.1 Data Collection and Feature Extraction
Extracting Gadgets Features Using Static Code Analysis.We

statically analyzed Spectre gadgets [34]. Victim (victim functions

vulnerable to attacks) and non-victim (disassembled Linux libraries)

functions are encoded {1} and {0} respectively. These gadgets in

their raw form are C source code transformed to assembly instruc-

tions. An indispensable component of building predictive models

is to ensure that observations are represented numerically [7]. ML

or DL models such as CNN compute using vectors [28]. Thus, we

solicit the use of word2vec embedding model [9] — a means of

representing words in high-dimensional vectors in relatively low-

dimensional vector space — to represent our corpora. We treat

independent instructions and functions as words and documents.

We describe our analysis and feature extraction in the following

steps: (i) removing non-representative and irrelevant information

such as directory paths, and file format from our corpora, (ii) tok-

enizing observations — entails the splitting of text into independent
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6 CONCLUSION
Threats to Validity. Limitations of our work include: (i) semi-

synthetically generated gadgets, (ii) adversarial attacks on classi-

fiers, (iii) lack of granular and ablation analysis on classifiers to

empirically ascertain why certain models perform better than oth-

ers, and (iv) detection focus on Spectre-V1. The aforementioned

threats will be addressed in our future work.

Final Thoughts. Considering the high semantic gap between a

system’s compiler and `arch [6], Spectre attack detection is partic-

ularly challenging to accomplish since ISA shields software from

irregularities occurring in the hardware. Hence, we have presented

a comprehensive performance evaluation of proactive (vulnera-

bility) and reactive (attack) approaches to tackle the problem of

Spectre using machine learning. Furthermore, we recommended

the development and adoption of preventive measures towards

tackling Spectre as recent variants have proved to be more evasive

evidenced by the recent discovery of Spectre-BHB [19].
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